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1. Introduction
Let Φ be an irreducible, spherical, possibly nonreduced root system (i.e., Φ = BC is
allowed) of rank  2 satisfying the crystallographic condition. If the group G is generated
by nonidentity subgroups Ar , r ∈ Φ , satisfying:
(1) Xr = 〈Ar,A−r〉 is a rank one group with unipotent subgroups Ar and A−r for r ∈ Φ .
(For definition and properties of rank one groups, which will be used throughout this
paper, see [2, I].)
(2) If r, s ∈ Φ with s /∈ {−r,−2r} and r /∈ {−s,−2s}, then [Ar,As] 〈Aλr+µs | λ,µ ∈ N
with λr +µs ∈ Φ〉. Further A2r Ar if 2r ∈ Φ . (Here we use the convention 〈∅〉 = 1,
so that the condition A′r = 1 if 2r /∈ Φ is included in (2).)
Then we say G satisfies hypothesis (S). (Condition (S) can be seen as a generalization of
the Steinberg presentation, whence the name (S).)
Let now B be an irreducible spherical Moufang building of rank  2, A an apartment
of B and Φ the set of roots (half-apartments) of A. Then we call G = 〈Ar | r ∈ Φ〉 
Aut(B), where Ar is the root group corresponding to r on B in the sense of Tits, the group
of Lie type B. It has been shown in [2, II §5], see also [7], that we can enlarge Φ to some
possibly nonreduced root system Φ˜ , such that the Ar , r ∈ Φ˜ , satisfy (1) and (2). (Φ = Φ˜
only if Φ˜ is of type BC and Φ of type B or Φ˜ of type 2F4.) Moreover the following
additional condition is satisfied:
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Anrs = Aswr
where wr is the reflection along r on Φ˜ .
Now by Theorem 1 of [3] the converse holds. I.e., if G is a group satisfying (S) and (3),
then there exists an irreducible spherical Moufang building B of rank  with (extended)
root system Φ˜ and a surjective homomorphism
ϕ :G → G = 〈Ar | r ∈ Φ˜〉
mapping the Ar with r = 2s onto the corresponding Ar . Further kerϕ  Z(G)∩H , where
H = 〈Hr | r ∈ Φ〉 and Hr = NXr (Ar) ∩ NXr (A−r ). To abbreviate notation we say in this
situation that G is of type B.
Since condition (3) is very difficult to control it would be desirable to weaken it. For this
purpose it has been shown in Theorem 2 of [3] that the conclusion of the above theorem
(i.e., Theorem 1 of [3]) holds, if G satisfies (S) and in addition:
(3′) Always equality holds in condition (2).
Unfortunately (3′) is also difficult to control and is actually false in Chevalley groups of
type C2 and F4 in characteristic two and of type G2 in characteristic three. On the other
hand, if one just assumes (S), then all commutators in (2) might be trivial, whence G is the
central product of the Xr , r ∈ Φ . So such a possibility has to appear in the statements.
Assume for the rest of the introduction that G satisfies (S). If the Dynkin diagram of Φ
has only single bonds, i.e., Φ of type A,D or E, then it has been shown in [4] that the
following hold:
(i) Φ = ⋃˙Ψi , Ψi a root subsystem of Φ or of the form Ψi = {±ri}, ri ∈ Φ .
(ii) G is a central product of subgroups Gi = 〈Ar | r ∈ Ψi〉, which are either of type Bi ,
Bi a building with root system Ψi as defined above, or Gi = Xri (in case Ψi = {±ri}).
Unfortunately this statement is no longer true when the Dynkin diagram has a double
bond. The easiest example to see this is Φ = C2 = {±r,±s,±(r + s),±(2r + s)} and G =
Xs ∗G1 (central product) and G1 = 〈Xr,Xr+s ,X2r+s〉 
 SL3. (In this case {±r,±(r + s),
±(2r + s)} can be considered as a root system of type A2, but is certainly no subsystem
of Φ .)
In case Φ of type B, C, F4 or BC and characteristic different from two it has been
shown in [5,6] that G has a central factor (which might be equal to G) of type B, B a spher-
ical Moufang building, or a central factor Xr , r ∈ Φ . The condition that the characteristic is
different from two comes from [1], which treats the case Φ = C2 as induction basis. Here
(i.e., in [1]) the condition that the characteristic is different from two is needed, to obtain
central involutions in certain rank one groups. The existence of these central involutions
plays a main role in the proof.
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Theorem 1. Suppose G satisfies (S) with Φ of type B, C or F4. Then the following hold:
(a) Φ = ⋃˙Ψi , where either Ψi carries the structure of a root system of one of the types:
An, Bn, Cn, Dn or F4 or Ψi = {±ri}.
(b) G is the central product of subgroups Gi = 〈Ar | r ∈ Ψi〉, which are either of type Bi ,
Bi a Moufang building with root system Ψi or Gi = Xri .
If Φ is of type B or C then it can be shown that n  for n as in (a). (See proof of [5].)
But this is no longer true for Φ of type F4, in which case one of the Gi can be of type A5.
Theorem 1 is advantageous to [5] because of:
(1) It also holds in characteristic two, which case has not been treated in [5] (and [1]) at
all.
(2) It makes a precise statement about all central factors of G, while in [5] (and [1]) it has
only been shown that there is one central factor, which is either of Lie-type or a rank
one group.
(3) The proof is more conceptual in so far, that is concentrates on a section of G, which
is a finite group generated by {3,4}-transpositions. This section plays the role of a
Weyl-group.
Moreover the proof of Theorem 1 is independent of [5]. ([5] is only quoted to mention
certain auxilitary lemmata, the proof of which we repeat in our more general situation for
the convenience of the reader.)
Similarly as in [5] the proof of Theorem 1 depends on the treatment of the B2 = C2 case
as induction basis. For this purpose we have to extend the results of [1] to characteristic 2.
We will prove in Section 3:
Proposition 2. Suppose G satisfies (S) with Φ = C2. Then one of the following holds:
(1) G is of type B, B a Moufang building of type C2.
(2) There exists a long root s ∈ Φ such that Xs  G. Further Xr  C(Xs) for all r ∈
Φ − {±s}.
From Proposition 2 we obtain as a corollary:
Corollary 3. Suppose G satisfies (S) with Φ = C2. Then one of the following holds:
(1) G is the central product of the Xr , r ∈ Φ .
(2) G is of type B, B a Moufang building with root system Φ . Moreover for all r, s ∈ Φ
and nr ∈ Xr interchanging Ar and A−r we have Anrs = Aswr , wr the reflection on Φ
along r .
(3) There exists a long root s ∈ Φ with Xs  G. Moreover, if ∆ = Φ − {±s}, then ∆
carries the structure of a root system of type A2, G1 = G(∆) = 〈Xr | r ∈ ∆〉 is of
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α,β ∈ ∆ we have Anαβ = Aβwα , nα , wα similar as in (2).
The proof of Proposition 2 depends on [1] and Theorem 2 of [3]. Namely the main
result of [1] says, that if the Ar , r ∈ Φ , are not elementary abelian 2-groups, either case
(2) of Proposition 2 holds or we have equality in all commutator relations of (S)(2). In the
second case G is by Theorem 2 of [3] of Lie-type B, B a Moufang building of type C2.
Thus, to prove Proposition 2, we may assume that all Ar , r ∈ Φ , are elementary abelian
2-groups. In this situation the existence of a central involution in Xr will be replaced by
the following:
Observation. Suppose X = 〈A,B〉 is a rank one group with A and B elementary abelian
2-groups. Then X is special. (I.e., for a ∈ A# and b ∈ B with Ab = Ba we have ab = ba!)
The proof of this observation, which is very easy, will be given in Section 2. Now, to
prove Theorem 1 assume that the proposition and its corollary hold. Then, by the conju-
gation condition in (2) and (3) of the corollary, the Hα , α ∈ Φ , normalize each other and,
if H = ∏Hα , α ∈ Φ , then N = 〈H,nα | α ∈ Φ〉 normalizes H and it can be shown that
{nα | α ∈ Φ} is a set of {3,4}-transpositions of N = N/H , which satisfies the conditions
(a) and (b) of the theorem of [8]. Hence by [8], N is an image of a (possibly nonirreducible)
spherical Weyl-group and we show that G is a central product of subgroups corresponding
to the irreducible factors of N .
In the meantime I have also proved the corresponding version of Theorem 1 for
Φ of type BC,   2, so that, together with [4], we have a uniform theorem for all
irreducible, spherical, possibly nonreduced root-systems and Lie-type groups different
from G2 and 2F4.
2. Preliminary results
We first prove the observation on rank one groups made in the introduction.
2.1. Lemma. Let X = 〈A,B〉 be a rank one group such that the unipotent subgroups A and
B are elementary abelian 2-groups. Then X is special, i.e., for a ∈ A# and b = b(a) ∈ B
with Ab = Ba we have ab = b−a .
Proof. Suppose there exists an a ∈ A# such that for b = b(a) we have ab = b−a = ba .
Then there exists a b = b ∈ B# with ab = ba . Hence
bab = aba and thus ababa = b.
This implies b = abba and thus
abba = b(abba)= bb ∈ B#.
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N(B) = 1. 
Next a lemma on {3,4}-transpositions. Here a set D of involutions generating the
group G, is called a set of {3,4}-transpositions of G, if the following hold:
(i) Dg ⊆ D for all g ∈ G.
(ii) o(de) 4 for all d, e ∈ D.
Notice that G is finite if |D| is finite. Namely, as 〈D〉 = G, the kernel of the action of G
on D is Z(G). Hence G/Z(G) is finite and thus also G. With this notation we have:
2.2. Lemma. Suppose the group X is generated by the involutions a, b, . . . , e satisfying:
and
(1) E = aX is a finite set of {3,4}-transpositions of X.
(2) If x, y, z ∈ E, then 〈x, y, z〉 is an image of a finite Weyl-group.
Then X/N 
 Σ3, where N = O2(X), and |E| = 3 · 2n, where 2n = |N : CN(a)|. Moreover
X is a factor group of W(D4) if n 2.
Proof. Let F(E) be the graph with vertex set E and edges (x, y), where x, y ∈ E with
o(xy) = 3. Then F(E) is connected, since a, b, . . . , e normalize the connectivity compo-
nent of F(E) containing {a, b, . . . , e}. We show
(1) E is a class of 3-transpositions of X. (This has already been proved in (2.2) of [8]. But
since there the hypothesis is different, we repeat the proof for the convenience of the
reader.)
Suppose (1) is false and under all pairs e, f ∈ E with o(ef ) = 4, choose e, f so that e and
f are connected by a path of minimal length in F(E). Let ei ∈ E, i = 0, . . . , n, such that
e0 = e, en = f and (e0, e1, . . . , en) is such a minimal path from e to f in F(E). Then, by
minimality of d(e, f ) (d denotes the distance in F(E)) we have o(eiej ) = 4 for all i, j  n
with (i, j) = (0, n).
Suppose n = 2. Then we have
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tradiction, since W(A3) 
 Σ4 and W(B3) do not contain 3 reflections, satisfying these
relations.
Hence n 3. Now, by the minimality of the path from e to f , we have o(eiej ) = 3 for
all i, j  n with j = i ± 1. Thus we have
and Y = 〈e1, . . . , en−1〉 
 Σn and 〈e,Y 〉 
 Σn+1 
 〈Y,f 〉. Let now a be the highest re-
flection in Y . Then, by the structure of Σn+1, we have o(ea)= 3 = o(af ), a contradiction
to n = 2. This proves (1).
Now, as E is finite, X is a finite image of W˜(D4). Hence X is solvable. Let Ea = {f ∈
E | CE(a) = CE(f )}. Then
(2) Q(Ea) := 〈f · h | f,h ∈ Ea〉N = O2(X). ((2) is one of the well-known little facts
about 3-transposition groups, the proof of which we will, also for the convenience of
the reader, repeat here.)
Namely let y ∈ Ega = Ea . By definition of Ea we have o(f · h) = 2 (or f = h). Hence,
also by definition of Ea either o(yf ) = 2 = o(yh) or
In any case by the structure of Σ4, we obtain yfh ∈ Ega , since Ea is a TI-subset of E. This
shows that f h normalizes all Ega , g ∈ X, and thus the subgroups Q(Ega ), g ∈ X, normalize
each other. Since 〈Ea〉 is an elementary abelian 2-group, this shows that
〈
Q(Ea)
g | g ∈ X〉
is a normal 2-subgroup, which proves (2).
We claim {a, c, d, e} ⊆ Ea . Namely if this claim holds, then by (2), X/N = 〈a, b〉N/
N 
 Σ3.
To prove our claim suppose f ∈ CE(a)−CE(c). If f ∈ C(b) we have
and 〈a, b, c, f 〉 
 Σ5,
a contradiction to the solvability of X. If o(bf ) = 3, then we have
.
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factor group of Σ4. But then 〈b, c, f 〉 
 Σ4, since clearly f = bc. Hence we obtain
again a contradiction to the solvability of X. This shows CE(a) ⊆ CE(c) and with symme-
try CE(a) = CE(c). Since for d and e the same proof applies, this proves our claim. The
additional statements in 2.2 are easy exercises. 
2.3. Notation. If Φ is an irreducible, spherical root system and r, s ∈ Φ , let 〈r, s〉 be the
root subsystem spanned by r and s. If G is a group satisfying (S) with respect to Φ and if
r ∈ Φ let nr be an arbitrary element of Xr interchanging Ar and A−r . Notice that
Hrnr =
{





n · n′ | n,n′ ∈ Xr interchanging Ar and A−r
}
.
2.4. Lemma. Suppose G satisfies (S) with respect to Φ and let r, s ∈ Φ . Let Y = 〈Xα | α ∈
〈r, s〉〉, where 〈r, s〉 is the root subsystem of Φ spanned by r and s. Then we have
(1) If 〈r, s〉 is of type A1 ×A1 then [Xr,Xs ] = 1 and Y = Xr ∗Xs .
(2) If 〈r, s〉 is of type A2, then one of the following holds:
(i) Y is the central product of the Xα , α ∈ 〈r, s〉.
(ii) Y is of type A2 and if α, β and α + β ∈ 〈r, s〉, then Anαβ = Aα+β = A
nβ
α .
Proof. (1) is obvious. (2) is just the main result of [4] restated for the A2 case. (See [5,
(2.6)].) 
We now restate Corollary 3 for root-subsystems 〈r, s〉; r, s ∈ Φ .
2.5. Lemma. Suppose G satisfies (S) with respect to Φ and the conclusion of Corollary 3
holds. Then, if r, s ∈ Φ and 〈r, s〉 is of type B2 (= C2) one of the following holds for
Y = 〈Xα | α ∈ 〈r, s〉〉:
(1) Y is the central product of the Xα , α ∈ 〈r, s〉.
(2) Y is of type B2. Moreover for all α,β ∈ 〈r, s〉 we have Anαβ = Aβwα , where wα is the
reflection along α on 〈α,β〉.
(3) There exists a long root α ∈ 〈r, s〉 such that XαY . Moreover, if ∆ = 〈r, s〉−{±α} and
R = 〈Xβ | β ∈ ∆〉, then R is of type A2 and Anβγ = Aγwβ , where wβ is the reflection
along β on ∆. (∆ considered as root system of type A2.)
2.6. Notation. Suppose G satisfies (S) with respect to Φ , and Φ is a reduced, irreducible,
spherical root system satisfying the crystallographic condition, different from G2. (I.e., Φ
is of type A, B, C, D, E or F4.) Suppose further that the conclusion of the corollary
holds. Then for all r, s ∈ Φ one of Lemmas 2.3–2.6 holds for 〈r, s〉 and Y = 〈Xα | α ∈
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n = nr respectively n′ = nr we obtain:
Hr normalizes As,A−s,Xs,Hs and Hs〈ns〉.
(The latter, since Hs〈ns 〉 = {x ∈ Xs | x normalizes {As,A−s}}.) Since n2s ∈ Hs we have
|Hs〈ns〉 : Hs | = 2. Hence [Hr,ns ]Hs . Now we set
H =
∏
Hα, α ∈ Φ,
N = 〈H,nα | α ∈ Φ〉 and N = N/H.
(As [Hr,ns ]Hs for all r, s ∈ Φ we have H N .) Then the following holds:
2.7. Remark. We do not have, as in the single bond case in [4], that o(nαnβ) o(wαwβ),
where wα and wβ are the reflections along α respectively β on Φ . Namely if α and β
are both short roots, 〈α,β〉 is of type C2 and case (3) of 2.5 holds, then o(nαnβ) = 3, but
o(wαwβ) = 2.
2.8. Proposition. Suppose G satisfies (S) with respect to Φ and Φ is a reduced, irre-
ducible, spherical root system different from G2, satisfying the crystallographic condition.
Suppose further that the conclusion of Corollary 3 holds and use the notation introduced
in 2.7. Then we have:
(1) H normalizes Aα , Xα , Hα and Hα〈nα〉 for each α ∈ Φ .
(2) N acts on {Aα | α ∈ Φ}, {Xα | α ∈ Φ} and on {Hα〈nα〉 | α ∈ Φ}.
(3) D = {nα | α ∈ Φ} is a finite set of {3,4}-transpositions of N (and whence N is finite).
Proof. Since each Hβ normalizes Aα for each α ∈ Φ , (1) follows directly from the defi-
nition of H . By 2.4–2.6 we have Anαβ = Aβ ′ for all α,β ∈ Φ and some β ′ ∈ 〈α,β〉. This
implies (2).
By (2) we have Dn ⊆ D for each n ∈ N and by definition of N we have N = 〈D〉.
Clearly |D| |Φ+| < ∞. So it remains to show o(nαnβ) 4 for all α,β ∈ Φ to prove (3).
Now by 2.4–2.6, 〈nα,nβ 〉 normalizes HαHβ and o(nαnβ) 4 mod HαHβ . Since HαHβ 
H this proves (3). 
2.9. Proposition. Suppose G and Φ satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and use the nota-
tion of 2.6. Suppose further that ∆ ⊆ Φ satisfies:
(a) N(∆) = 〈nr | r ∈ ∆〉 is a center-factor group of an irreducible spherical Weyl-group
of rank  2 and {nr | r ∈ ∆} is the set of reflections of N(∆).
(b) If n ∈ N(∆) and r ∈ ∆ with (Ar)n = As for some s ∈ Φ , then s ∈ ∆.
Let G(∆) = 〈Xr | r ∈ ∆〉. Then the following hold:
(1) ∆ carries the structure of an irreducible spherical root system of one of the types A,
B, C, D, E or F4,  2, and N(∆) is the Weyl-group of this root system.
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Proof. 2.9 is essentially (2.13) of [5], the only difference being that we also admit the
characteristic two case, which does not affect the proof much. But for the convenience of
the reader we repeat it.
The aim of the proof is to introduce the structure of a root system on ∆ and then apply
Theorem 1 of [3] to G(∆).
First notice that by 2.8, N acts on Φ by Arn := (Ar)n for r ∈ Φ , n ∈ N . Hence N(∆)
acts on ∆ by hypothesis (b). Next we need to show that N(∆) is actually isomorphic to the
corresponding Weyl-group. For this it suffices by hypothesis (a) to show that Z(N(∆)) = 1,
if the center of the corresponding Weyl-group is different from 1. If now 1 = z ∈ Z(W(∆)),
then z = wr1 · · ·wrm with pairwise commuting different reflections wri and ri ∈ ∆. (This
is a well-known fact about spherical Weyl-groups.) Hence, if we set n = nr1 · · ·nrm , then
nri nrj = nrj nri for i = j . Thus by 2.4, 2.5, rni = −ri for i m. Since z is mapped onto n
by the natural homomorphism W(∆) → N(∆), this implies 1 = n ∈ Z(N(∆)), which is
to show.
Next set ∆+ = ∆ ∩ Φ+. Then ∆ = ∆+ ∪˙∆− with obvious notation. Let r1, . . . , rk ∈
∆+, such that nr1, . . . , nrk is a set of fundamental reflections of N(∆), and let V be a
(formal) k-dimensional R vectorspace with basis (r1, . . . , rk). Define a scalar product on
V by (ri, rj ) = − cos(π/o(nri nrj )) for 1  i, j m and linear extension. Then it is well
known from the theory of finite Coxeter-groups that V is with ( , ) an euclidean space
and N(∆) acts on V such that the nri acts as a reflection along ri . Now identify ∆ with
the images of the ri (in V ) under N(∆). (This is the so-called geometric realization of
N(∆) 
 W(∆). Notice that in ∆ all roots have length one so far!)
In this way ∆ becomes a root-system with Weyl-group N(∆). For r, s ∈ ∆ let 〈r, s〉∆ be
the root-subsystem of ∆ spanned by r and s. Now, to obtain the crystallographic condition,
we must choose the length of the roots in ∆ accordingly. In the single bond case (i.e.,
o(nri nrj )  3 for all i, j  m) simply let ‖r‖ = 1 for all r ∈ ∆. If o(nri nrj ) = 4 then by
2.5, 〈ri , rj 〉 and 〈ri , rj 〉∆ are both of type B2 (= C2). If now ‖ri‖ > ‖rj‖ in Φ we let
‖rj‖ = 1 and replace ri by
√
2‖ri‖ and extend this definition of length to all roots of ∆ by
the action of N(∆). (Notice that this definition of length is well defined, since N(∆) is a
spherical Weyl-group and whence each root is either conjugate to a long fundamental root
or to a short fundamental root. The length of the roots in ∆ is not necessarily the same as
in Φ , since for example if ‖ri‖ > ‖rj‖ in Φ it might by 2.5 happen that 〈ri , rj 〉∆ is of type
A2 and whence ‖ri‖ = ‖rj‖ in ∆.) In this way ∆ becomes a spherical root system of one
of the types A, B, C, D, E or F4. If now α = −β ∈ 〈r, s〉∆ then we obtain by 2.4, 2.5:
(i) [Aα,Aβ]  〈Aλα+µβ | λ,µ ∈ N and λα + µβ ∈ 〈r, s〉∆〉  〈Aλα+µβ | λ,µ ∈ N and
λα +µβ ∈ ∆〉.
(ii) Anαβ = Aβwα ; where wα is the reflection along α on 〈r, s〉∆.
Since (ii) holds for all r, s ∈ ∆ this implies
(iii) Anα = Aβwα , where wα is the reflection along α on ∆ for all α,β ∈ ∆.β
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to ∆. Hence by that Theorem 2 holds. 
3. Proof of the proposition
We assume in this section that hypothesis (S) holds with
We also use the notation of §2 of [3], that is for α ∈ Φ the subgroups Uα , Xα and Hα are
defined. Assuming that case (2) of the proposition does not hold, we have by [3, (2.4)] for
Us = Us/A2r+s :








and the same statement holds for all long roots α ∈ Φ . Since Xs = 〈A−s, a〉 = 〈As, b〉 for
each a ∈ A#s , b ∈ A#−s we obtain as an immediate consequence of (∗):
(3.1) Ar+s = [Us, a] = [Ar, a] = CUs (a) for each a ∈ A#s and Ar = [Us, b] = [Ar+s, b] =
CUs (b) for each b ∈ A#−s and the same statements hold for all long roots α ∈ Φ .






and N = Us . Thus by (∗), Ar+s = [Ar, a]. If now CN(a) > Ar+s , then by (∗), 1 = Z :=
Ar ∩ CN(Xs). Hence Ar ∩ Ar+s  Z, since by (∗) Ansr = Ar+s for ns ∈ Xs interchanging
As and A−s . This contradiction proves (3.1). 
Now, to prove that the proposition holds, we may and will, as shown in the introduction,
by [1] and Theorem 2 of [3] assume that all Aα , α ∈ Φ , are elementary abelian 2-groups.
Our aim is to show, that for all α,β ∈ Φ and nα ∈ Xα interchanging Aα and A−α we have
(Aβ)
nα = Aβωα , where ωα is the reflection along α on Φ. (+)
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short roots α. If (+) is proved, then the proposition is a consequence of Theorem 1 of [3].
We first show:
3.2. Lemma. Let x ∈ A#r and y ∈ A#−r such that xy = yx (= y−x since A−r is an elemen-
tary abelian 2-group) and n = nr(x) := xyx = yx = xy . Then nr(x) interchanges AsAr+s
and Ar+sA2r+s by conjugation and normalizes Ar+s . (Notice that, for given x ∈ A#r such
a y ∈ A#−r exists, since by 2.1, Xr is special. Moreover, by [2, I (1.2)(2)] y is uniquely
determined as element of A#−r satisfying the equation xy = yx .)
Proof. To prove 3.2 assume first (AsAr+s)n ⊆ Ar+sA2r+s . Then we have by (3.1) for
a ∈ (AsAr+s)n −Ar+sA2r+s that:
[a,Ar]A2r+s = Ar+sA2r+s .










Hence As+rAs+2r = CU−r (Ar) and [U−r ,Ar,Ar ] = 1. Whence also [U−r ,A−r ,A−r ] = 1
and thus, since by (∗) applied to the action of X2r+s on U−2r−s we have AsAr+s 
As[A2r+s,A−r ], we obtain AsAr+s = CU−r (A−r ). In particular Ar+s = CU−r (Xr) is nor-
malized by n and AsAr+s and Ar+sA2r+s are interchanged by n, a contradiction to the
assumption.
Thus (AsAr+s)n  Ar+sA2r+s and therefore, since n2 = 1, we obtain AsAr+s 
(Ar+sA2r+s)n. But by symmetry (since nr(x) = nr(y)) also (Ar+sA2r+s)n  AsAr+s ,
which proves 3.2 since Ar+s = AsAr+s ∩ A2r+sAr+s . 
(3.3) Let x, y and n = nr(x) be as in 3.2 and X = Xr(x) := 〈x, y〉. Then CAr+s (X) =
CAr+s (n) = 1.
Proof. Since n is an involution acting on the elementary abelian 2-group Ar+s clearly
CAr+s (n) = 1. So it remains to show CAr+s (X)  CAr+s (n). For this pick 1 = a ∈
CAr+s (n).Then ax = a[a, x] ∈ C(y) since nx = y . Suppose [a, x] = 1. Then
ax = a[a, x] /∈ AsAr+s,
since AsAr+s ∩ A2r+s = 1 by [3, (2.1)]. But CU−r (y)  AsAr+s by (3.1) applied to the
action of X2r+s on U−2r−s/As . Hence [a, x] = 1 and a ∈ C(X), which proves 3.3. 
(3.4) Let x , y and X = 〈x, y〉 be as in 3.2. Pick by 3.3, 1 = a ∈ CAr+s (X) and let b ∈
A−r−s with ab = ba and Y = 〈a, b〉. (b exists by 2.1!) Then [X,Y ] = 1.
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to the action of Xr+s on Ur+s . Suppose x /∈ CAr (ab). Then we get the relations:
By the structure of W(C3) 
 Σ4 × Z2 we have z = xxbaxb ∈ C(〈a, b〉). Since by (3.1)
applied to the action of Xs on Us and X2r+s on U2r+s/A−s we have CUr+s (〈a, b〉) Ar ,
it follows z ∈ Ar . But then, since also xba = xba = xab ∈ Ar , we obtain xb ∈ Ar . On the
other hand [x, b] ∈ [Ar,A−r−s ]A−s , so that [x, b] ∈ Ar ∩A−s = 1 and x ∈ C(b). Hence
x ∈ C(〈a, b〉). Since by the same argument also y ∈ C(〈a, b〉) this proves (3.4). 
(3.5) Each nr(x), x ∈ A#r , interchanges As and A2r+s by conjugation.
Proof. Let n = nr(x) and let X = 〈x, y〉 and Y = 〈a, b〉 be as in (3.4). Then 〈AYs 〉 
U−2r−s and thus is an elementary abelian 2-group. Hence also
R = 〈(Ans )Y 〉= 〈AYs 〉n (+)
is elementary abelian, since [n,Y ] = 1 by (3.4). By 3.2, Ans  Ar+sA2r+s  Ar+sUr+s .
Suppose Ans  Ur+s . Let F = Xr+sUr+s and F˜ = F/Ur+s . Then F˜ is a rank one
group with unipotent subgroups A˜r+s and A˜−r−s . Since 1 = A˜ns  A˜r+s this implies that
〈A˜ns , (A˜ns )b˜〉 is not elementary abelian (see for example 2.1 applied to F˜ ), a contradiction
to the above. This shows Ans  Ur+s ∩ Ar+sA2r+s  A2r+s by [3, (2.1)]. Symmetry now
implies (3.5). 
(3.6) For each nr ∈ Xr interchanging Ar and A−r we have Anrr+s = Ar+s and nr inter-
changes As and A2r+s by conjugation.
Proof. First notice that nr ∈ Hrn with n = xy in the notation of 3.2. Now by (∗) we have
AsAr+s = CU−r (A−r )[U−r ,A−r ] and Ar+sA2r+s = CU−r (Ar)[Ur,Ar ].
Hence Hr and nr normalize Ar+s = AsAr+s ∩ Ar+sA2r+s by 3.2. By the same argu-
ment applied to the action of Xr on Ur we also get that Hr normalizes A−2r−sA−r−s =
CUr (A−r )[Ur,A−r ]. Hence Hr normalizes U−s = A−rA−2r−sA−r−s . This implies
〈AHrs 〉  N(U−s ). But clearly NAr+s (U−s ) = 1, since 〈A−r−s, u〉 = Xr+s for each 1 =




NAsAr+s (U−s ) = As.
Since Ans = A2r+s , this shows that Hr normalizes As and A2r+s . As nr ∈ Hrn, (3.5) now
implies (3.6). 
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that either case (2) of the proposition holds or Anαβ = Aβωα for all short roots α ∈ Φ and all
nα ∈ Xα interchanging Aα and A−α . Since the same holds by [1, (3.4)] for the long roots,
the proposition is now a direct consequence of Theorem 1 of [3]. 
3.8. Proof of the corollary. To prove the corollary we may assume that case (1) of the
proposition holds. Choosing the denotation of the roots appropriately we may further as-
sume that Xs G and, if ∆ = Φ − {±s}, then R = 〈Xβ | β ∈ ∆〉 C(Xs).
Set β = r , γ = r + s. Then ∆ = {±β,±γ,±(β + γ )} and we have [Aβ,A−γ ]A−s ∩
C(Xs) = 1 and also by the same argument [A−β,Aγ ] = 1. Moreover
[Aβ,A−β−γ ]A−r−sA−s ∩ C(Xs)A−r−s = A−γ
and similarly
[Aγ ,A−β−γ ]A−β.
Since by definition of β and γ we have [Aβ,Aγ ] Aβ+γ and [A−β,A−γ ] A−β−γ , R
satisfies the hypothesis (H) of [4], with ∆ a root system of type A2. Hence by the theorem
of [4] either R is the central product of the rank one groups Xα , α ∈ ∆ and case (1) of the
corollary holds or we have
[Aδ,Aϕ] = Aδ+ϕ for all δ,ϕ ∈ ∆ with δ + ϕ ∈ ∆.
But in the latter case by Theorem 2 of [3] R is of type A2 and Anϕδ = Aδωϕ for all δ,ϕ ∈
∆ and nϕ ∈ Xϕ interchanging Aϕ and A−ϕ , where ωϕ is the reflection along ϕ on ∆.
(Considering ∆ as root system of type A2.) Hence case (3) of the corollary holds. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1
We assume in this section that G and Φ satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and we use
the notation introduced in 2.7. Then by 2.8, D is a set of {3,4}-transpositions of N . We
first show that D satisfies the hypothesis (a) and (b) of the main theorem of [8], which then
shows that N is an image of a finite Weyl-group and D is the image of the reflections.
4.1. Lemma. 〈nr1, nr2, nr3〉 is an image of a finite Weyl-group for all r1, r2, r3 ∈ Φ .
Proof. Let Ψ = 〈r1, r2, r3〉. If Ψ is decomposable of rank 3, then Ψ is of type A1 ×A1 ×
A1, A2 × A1 or C2 ×A1. Hence 4.1 is a consequence of 2.4–2.6. The same lemmata also
imply 4.1 if rank Ψ  2. So we may assume that Ψ is irreducible of rank 3.
Then Ψ is of type A3, B3 or C3, since Ψ is a root subsystem of Φ . If Ψ is of type A3,
4.1 is a consequence of the Main Theorem of [4]. Hence we may assume that Ψ is of type
B3 or C3.
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1  i = j  3, where wr denotes the reflection along r on Φ for r ∈ Φ . But in a root
system of type B3 or C3, there do not exist 3-reflections with this property. Next suppose
we have
Since Ψ is of type B3 or C3 we cannot have
(If so, then rank 〈r1, r2, r3〉 = 2!) Hence we obtain
But then, by the structure of W(B3) 
 Σ4 × Z2 we must have o(wr1w
wr3
r2 ) = 2. But this
is a contradiction to o(nr1n
nr3
r2 ) = 4. (w
wr3
r2 = ws , where s is the only root in 〈r2, r3〉 of the
same length as r2 but different from r2. Hence 〈r1, s〉 is of type A1 × A1!). So the only
cases which we need to consider seriously are:
(Up to change of enumeration of the roots. In all other cases the diagram of nr1, nr2, nr3
is already spherical, whence 〈nr1, nr2, nr3〉 must be the image of a spherical Weyl-group.)
Let now Y = 〈nr1, nr2, nr3〉 and E = nYr1 ∪ nYr2 ∪ nYr3 . Then E ⊆ D ∩ {nr | r ∈ Ψ+}. Since
|Ψ+| = 9, we have |E| 9.
Suppose first that we are in case I. Then, as Y is an image of W˜(A2) 
 (Z × Z)Σ3, it
is easy to see that either Y is an image of Σ4 = W(A3) and (4.1) holds or |Y | = 33 · 2 or
32 · 2. In the second case |E| = 9 and all different elements of E do not commute. But this
is impossible, since either Ψ has a root subsystem of type D3 = A3 in case Ψ = B3 or of
type A1 ×A1 ×A1 in case Ψ = C3.
Next assume that we are in case II. Then without loss r1 is short and r3 is long. If
Ψ = C3 then r2 is also short and we obtain
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wr2
r1 = wr1+r2 and o(w
wr2
r1 wr3) = 2. Thus n
nr2
r1 = nr1+r2 and o(n
nr2
r1 nr3) = 2. Hence
Y is an image of W(C3) and 4.1 holds.
So we may assume Ψ = B3 in case II. If r2 is long, then o(wr2wr3) = 3 and o(wr1wr2) =
4 by 2.5. Hence we have
But then, as before, wwr3r2 = wr2+r3 and o(w
wr3
r2 wr1) = 2. Hence we obtain
and Y is an image of W(B3).
So we may finally in case II assume that Ψ = B3 and r2 is short. Hence o(wr2wr3) = 4
and we obtain by 2.6 one of the following two possibilities:
(i) or (ii)
But in case (ii) rank Ψ  2, while in case (i) wwr2r1 = wr1+r2 and o(w
wr2
r1 wr3) = 2. Hence〈r1 + r2, r3〉 is of type A1 ×A1 and we obtain
and again Y 
 W(B3).
So we may finally assume that we are in case III. Then r1, r2 are short and r3 is long or
vice versa. Since, if
then rank Ψ  2 as before, we obtain in any case
But then, also as before, o(nr3n
nr2
r1 ) = 2 and Y is an image of W(B3). This proves 4.1. 
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Then Y = 〈nr1, . . . , nr5〉 is an image of W(D4).
Proof. By 2.2 and 4.1, Y/M 
 Σ3 where M = O2(Y ) and |E| = 2n · 3, where E = nYr1
and 2n = |M : CM(nr1)|. It remains to show n 2.
So assume n  3. Then |E|  24. Let Ψ = 〈r1, . . . , r5〉. Since by 2.4–2.6 〈ri , r5〉 is of
type A2 or C2 for i = 1, . . . ,4, Ψ must be irreducible. We have the cases
I. rankΨ = 5.
II. rankΨ  4.
Suppose first that case I holds. If Ψ is of type A5, then by [4], Y must be a subgroup of
W(A5) 
 Σ6, which is not the case. Hence Ψ is of type B5 or C5. In any case |Ψ+| = 25
and thus n = 3 and |E| = 24. Now by the structure of Y we have
CE(〈x, y〉) = ∅ for x, y ∈ E with o(xy)= 3. (∗)
If now Ψ is of type B5, it contains a subsystem Ω of type D5 consisting of long roots.
Hence, applying the main theorem of [4] to Ω , we obtain that 〈nr | r ∈ Ω〉 is a central
product of Weyl-groups corresponding to root subsystems of D5. As |{nr | r ∈ Ω} −E|
1, (∗) implies 〈nr | r ∈ Ω〉 
 W(D5). But clearly 〈nr | r ∈ Ω〉 = 〈{nr | r ∈ Ω} ∩E〉, which
is impossible since W(D5) is not a subgroup of Y . (Y is solvable, but W(D5) not.)
If Ψ is of type C5 then it contains a root subsystem Λ of type A4 consisting of short
roots. Hence again by (∗) and [4]
〈
nr ∈ E | r ∈ Λ
〉
is an elementary abelian 2-group. Thus {nr | r ∈ Λ and nr ∈ E} consists of at least 9 pair-
wise commuting involutions, a contradiction since a maximal set of pairwise commuting
involutions of E has 8 elements.
In case II Ψ is of type F4, since
∣∣Ψ+∣∣ ∣∣E∣∣ 24.
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of long roots. Hence [4] and (∗) imply that
〈
nr | r ∈ Ω
〉
 W(D4) or W∗(D4), (+)
since 〈nr | r ∈ Ω〉 cannot be elementary abelian as shown above. But there exist roots
α,β ∈ Ω and s ∈ Ψ − Ω such that 〈α,β, s〉 is of type A2 × A1. Hence (+) implies
〈nα, nβ,ns〉 
 Σ3 × Z2, a contradiction to (∗). This proves 4.2. 
4.1, 4.2 and the main theorem of [7] show that N is an image of a finite Weyl-group.
We next show that no D-subgroup of N is isomorphic to W(E), 6  8, or to a center
factor group of W(E).
4.3. Lemma. There exists no subset E of D with 〈E〉 
 W(E) or W∗(E) = W(E)/
Z(W(E)) for 6  8.
Proof. Suppose false. Then there exist r1, . . . , r6 ∈ Φ with
Let Ψ = 〈r1, . . . , r6〉, Y = 〈nr1, . . . , nr6〉 and E = nYr1 . Since by 2.4–2.6, 〈ri , ri+1〉, i =
1, . . . ,4 and 〈r3, r6〉 are either of type A2 or of type B2 or C2, Ψ is connected. By 2.8,
Y acts on Ψ . Hence 36 = |E| |Ψ+|. Since rank Ψ  6 this shows that Ψ is of type B6
or C6. (Ψ is a root subsystem of Φ!)
Suppose first Ψ is of type B6. Then Λ = {r ∈ Ψ | r long } is a root subsystem of type D6.
Hence by [4], R = 〈nr | r ∈ Λ〉 is a central product of Weyl-groups corresponding to irre-
ducible root subsystems of Λ. But as |Λ+| = 30 it is easy to see that R = Y , a contradiction.
Next suppose Ψ is of type C6. Then Λ = {r ∈ Ψ | r long } is of type A1 × · · · × A1
(6-times). Hence {nr | r ∈ Λ} consists of 6 pairwise commuting involutions. Since |E| =
|Ψ+| all these involutions lie in E, a contradiction since a maximal set of pairwise com-
muting reflections of W(E6) contains only 4 elements. 
4.4. Lemma. Let F(D) be the graph with vertex set D and edges pairs nr , ns ∈ D with
o(nrns) = 3 or 4. Then [Xα,Xβ ] = 1 if nα and nβ are in different connectivity components
of F(D).
Proof. Suppose false. Then by 2.4–2.6, o(nαnβ) = 2, 〈α,β〉 is of type B2 (= C2) and
α and β are both short. Moreover by 2.6, Y = 〈Xr | r ∈ 〈α,β〉〉 is of type B2, since in
case 2.6(1), [Xα,Xβ ] = 1, while in case 2.6(3), o(nαnβ) = 2. Hence if s ∈ 〈α,β〉 is long,
then o(nαns) = 4 = o(nβns), a contradiction since nα and nβ are in different connectivity
components of F(D). 
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Y = 〈E〉. Then by the proof of the main theorem of [7] Y is an epimorphic image of an
irreducible spherical Weyl-group and E is the image of the reflections. We need to show
that Y is a center factor group of a Weyl-group. If not, then by the structure of the finite
Weyl-groups (different from W(G2)) we are in one of the cases:
(i) W(D),  4,
(ii) W(B),  2, or
(iii) W(F4).
(If, for example Y 
 Σ3, as an image of W(A3), then Y 
 W(A2) which is to show.)
If in case (i), Y is not isomorphic to W(D) or W(D)/Z(W(D)) then Y 
 Σ 

W(A−1). In case (ii) the only possibility different from W(B), W(B)/Z(W(B)) and
Σ = W(A−1) is Y 
 Σ × Z2. But then there exists a central involution in E, a contra-
diction to the connectivity of F(E).
So the case W = W(F4) 
 M(Σ3 ×Σ3), M = O2(W(F4)) remains to be treated. Now
M is extraspecial of order 21+4 and Σ3 ×Σ3 is irreducible on M/Z(M). Thus, if W/F 
 Y
and F ∩ M  Z(M), then M  F . Hence either Y 
 Σ3 × Σ3 or Y 
 Σ3. The first case
contradicts the connectivity of F(E), while in the second case Y 
 W(A2). Thus we may
assume F ∩ M  Z(M). But since [F,M]M this implies F  Z(M) and Y is a center
factor group of W(F4).
We have shown that Y is a center-factor group of an irreducible spherical Weyl-group.
Let ∆ = {r ∈ Φ | nr ∈ E}. Then Y = N(∆) and N(∆), G(∆) satisfy the hypothesis of 2.8.
Hence by 2.8, G(∆) is of type B, B an irreducible spherical Moufang building with root
system ∆ of type A,B,C,D or E. By 4.3 type E does not occur, so that G(∆)
satisfies the conditions of the central factors of G in Theorem 1.
Let now D = ⋃˙Ei , Ei the connectivity components of F(D) and let ∆i = {r ∈ Φ |
nr ∈ Ei}. Then by 4.4, G is the central product of the G(∆i) and by the above each G(∆i)
is either of Lie type Bi with root system ∆i or ∆i = {±r}, Ei = {nr } and G(∆i) = Xr .
This proves Theorem 1. 
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